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The Tracking Times
The Easy Fleet GPS family
would like to wish you and
your family a very safe,
healthy, and Happy Holiday
season.
We want to thank you for
your support during the
challenges of 2020.
We look forward to a
brighter 2021.

We are grateful to have such amazing and wonderful
customers!

Easy Fleet GPS is proud to
introduce our latest and most
advanced platform - Easy Fleet
Advanced.
Easy Fleet GPS is excited to introduce our newest
and most advanced GPS tracking solution, Easy
Fleet Advanced!
Our goal at Easy Fleet GPS is to offer the best
solutions that will support the needs of every
customer.
Our current platform, Easy Fleet Flex provides
industry-leading solutions and features.
Our new Easy Fleet Advanced platform takes
GPS tracking to a whole new level by offering one
of the most robust Driver Scorecard with a rewards
program, a Dash-Camera with AI (Artificial
Intelligence), and all of the features of GPS
tracking.
Now you have a choice between our Flex platform
and our Advanced platform.

Please feel free to contact us to schedule a demo
and to see which platform works best for your
needs.
Contact us....

Easy Fleet GPS now offers one of
the most enhanced and robust
driver scorecards in the industry.
Our new Easy Fleet Advanced platform offers an
amazing Driver Scorecard.
You will have real-time driver behavior data at your
fingertips and will be able to rank your driver
based on key driving behaviors.
Our platform allows you to reward good driving
behavior in real-time, right from the user interface.
Let us help you reduce costs, reduce risks and
accidents, and build a safer more responsible fleet
of drivers.
Contact us....

Easy Fleet GPS is proud to offer
forward/driver facing dash cameras
with AI.
Safety, Safety, Safety.
With our new dash camera, you can have the
confidence and peace of mind that you are doing
all you can do to reduce your risks and liabilities
while protecting your company.
More and more insurance companies are requiring
dash cameras in commercial vehicles. Our Safety
Dash Camera allows you to monitor your drivers
and capture valuable data and events in the case
of an accident.
Our forward-facing/driver-facing camera provides a
full view of driving events and behavior.
Our AI (Artificial Intelligence) version allows you to
view if the driver is distracted or texting while
driving.
For more information, please contact us.
Contact us....

FEATURED PRODUCT - FIELD PULSE
Make scheduling, dispatching, and
managing jobs simple. Keep a
pulse on your business – anytime,

anyplace.
FieldPulse combines CRM, job scheduling,
estimates and invoices, and team time/location
tracking, allowing you to keep a pulse on your
business.
Check on new jobs, review schedules, or get
updates in the field, see that your drivers are
checking in on time at customer sites, send
electronic invoices, collect electronic signatures,
and much more.
Simple-to-use workflows make sure your team is
working optimally at every step.



Read more...





